
Our retail environments 
feature a people-first 
approach, fostering 
connection. 
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Architecture

Our approach to architecture is purposeful and 
practice-driven. We are passionate about the built 
environment and creating functional spaces. Our 
efforts continue until the design is right and the 
documentation clearly delivers our client’s vision with 
dedication and accountability. We are professionals, 
mentors, and adaptive thinkers who believe in our work 
and the relationships we build in the process.

Interior Design

The intentionality of our work is rooted in our love 
of interior design, and the breadth of our practice 
stimulates our creativity and inspires innovative 
thinking as we move fluidly between projects. We build 
connections through collaboration and continuous 
engagement with our partners to create spaces that 
bring people together. We believe the best part of who 
we are is what we do together.

Storefronts offer creative possibilities for customers to interact 
with a brand. We work closely with clients to create authentic 
experiences that embrace the community and the brand’s 
vision, fostering connection and increasing customer loyalty. 

Shop
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Bada Bean Bada Booze
Columbus, Ohio

Completion Date

Fall 2022

Scope

3,893 SF

Bada Bean Bada Booze was devised as a flagship destination for Jeffrey Park and the 
neighborhood, offering coffee, cocktails, and community. The location holistically looks at 
what Thrive’s community offerings could be for existing and future tenants, setting the stage 
for the brand to grow into new sites. The conceptual cafe transitions into a cocktail bar in the 
evening with leasing offices at the rear for the Jeffrey Park community. Industrial materials and 
neutral finishes dominate the asymmetrical space and act as a backdrop for brightly colored 
brand elements. The angled bar with a suspended two-tiered canopy is prominently located for 
accessibility and customer flow.
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600 Broadway
New York City

Completion Date

June 2010

Project Cost

$40M

Scope

41,000 SF

Honors + Awards

AIA Columbus Honor 
Award, 2010

Situated at the gateway to New York’s famed SoHo neighborhood at the corner of 
Broadway and Houston Streets, this 105-year-old historic building needed a meticulous 
exterior restoration, requiring approval from the New York City Landmarks Preservation 
Commission. Exterior facade modifications were unanimously approved in a community 
meeting, drawing praise from the neighborhood.

The interior became part shopping destination, part tourist attraction, with materials, 
finishes, and features that align with the brand identity while drawing visitors from near 
and far. The atrium houses a striking stair tower in a style that unites the store with its 
historic structure. Large monitors throughout offer a live stream of Huntington Beach from 
different perspectives. 
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Hamilton Parker
Columbus, Ohio

Completion Date

2019

Project Cost

$1.7M

Scope

12,000 SF

Honors + Awards

2021 IIDA Columbus 
Play Merit Award

A growing building and construction industry inspired the Hamilton Parker Company to 
pursue a showroom renovation. For over 85 years, the company has supplied tile, masonry, 
stone, and fireplaces to commercial and residential projects and wanted to provide a 
more user-friendly and hospitable experience for its visiting contractors, designers, and 
customers. We worked closely with the team at Hamilton Parker to make better use of 
the showroom’s ample natural lighting, reconfigure the way products were showcased, 
introduce more meeting spaces, and offer zones of hospitality. 
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Penzone Salon + Spa
Dublin, Ohio

Completion Date

2018

Project Cost

$4.5M

Scope

12,900 SF

Honors + Awards

International Salon of 
the Year, Salon Today 
Magazine, 2018 

International Salon 
of the Year, Northern 
American Hairstyling 
Awards, 2018

Located in Columbus for more than 30 years, The Charles Penzone 
Salons are routinely recognized for excellence in industry publications 
such as Salon Today and Modern Salon magazine, among many 
others. The newest Grand Salon, located in Dublin, Ohio, offers more 
than 12,000 SF for hairstyling, manicure, make-up, and spa services 
in a resort-style setting. Along with these traditional spa services, 
the Grand Salon also offers a hospitality room, including a full bar for 
private parties and events.
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Lit Life + Yoga Studio
Columbus, Ohio

Completion Date

December 2018

Project Cost

$350,000

Scope

1,300 SF

Lit Life + Yoga lives in a historic warehouse building in the heart of Columbus, Ohio. The 
space was designed to foster an environment of collaboration and connection in the yoga 
community through a multi-sensory experience. The clean, white studio allows the space to 
feel pure in the daylight and transformed through colored light which brings dimensions that 
highlight the interior architecture of the brick walls. Heated floors throughout both the studio 
and entry lobby engage the students’ senses immediately, fostering a dynamic yoga practice 
environment. The lobby entry allows students to relax in the lounge, engage in conversation 
at a community table, and purchase various retail items.
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Penzone Salon + Spa
Gahanna / New Albany, Ohio

Completion Date

2022

Project Cost

$2.9M

Scope

7,914 SF

Penzone Salon + Spa’s new location is a flexible, immersive brand evolution centered on a public 
gallery space that acts as a hospitality and wellness hub to take the guest into a total spa experience. 
Raw materials, durable furniture, and fixtures are embraced in the open concept design to combat 
the salon’s high traffic and allow the salon to rearrange as needs arise. Experiential touchpoints are 
created through art, branded phrases, retail selection, and locally-based food and beverage offerings. 
Hair, nail, and spa zones radiate off the central hub to create individualized experiences for guests. 
Adjustable lighting encourages a flexible space environment and allows artists to customize their 
work areas. Sound is sealed off from the main area so guests can focus on their well-being during 
their appointment.
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Radiating off the central hub are the hair, 
nails, and spa zones, where artists can 
customize their spaces through lighting and 
furniture arrangement. From the fireplace to 
the sip zone, the area is easily rearrangeable 
to make room for creative events like yoga or 
community gatherings.
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Toscana Kitchen & Wine Market
Lansing, Michigan

Completion Date

August 2023

Project Cost

withheld

Scope

6,050 SF

The desire was to create a comfortably modern, authentic, and indulgent Italian restaurant that would 
pair seamlessly with an exquisite wine bar. Our design team used rich wood tones, Tuscan-inspired color 
accents, and carefully curated details when designing the Toscana Kitchen & Wine Market. Located on the 
ground floor of the dual-brand hotel (AC Hotel and Hyatt House), this restaurant includes a wine-tasting 
section, a market display, an interior bar, large dining spaces, two private dining rooms, and an outdoor 
terrace. Custom casework throughout the restaurant provides ample wine bottle display and storage 
shelving, thoughtfully designed service stations, and tasteful space dividers. Restaurant goers will have 
direct access to the AC Hotel and a prominent street-accessed entrance.
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Cameron Mitchell Restaurants Cap City Fine Diner and Bar
Clifton Heights, Cincinnati, Ohio

Completion Date

September 2024

Project Cost

in progress

Scope

6,350 interior 

1,280 SF covered patio 

As one of the most iconic brands within the Cameron Mitchell Restaurants’ portfolio of restaurants, Cap 
City Fine Diner and Bar remixes retro style with upscale twists for a one-of-a-kind experience for patrons. 
As the first location within the Cincinnati market within the Hotel Celare, the design focuses on being 
family-friendly, with high-end finishes and brand cues established in other sites. It features indoor seating 
for 170 guests, including a private dining room and a large outdoor dining patio. The unique skewed angle of 
the space offers both challenges and opportunities within the space, trying to maximize every inch and be 
as efficient as possible to maintain seat count and kitchen/bar operations.
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Royal Rhino Club Barbershop
Columbus, Ohio

Completion Date

2017

Project Cost

$750,000

Scope

1,800 SF

Honors + Awards

Salon of the Year, 
Salon Today Magazine

Located in Italian Village in Columbus, Ohio, the Royal Rhino Club Barbershop puts a 
modern touch on old-world barbering. The barbershop features an eclectic mix of art 
and design with an enclosed lounge and bar, adding profitability to the space through 
events. A vacuum system located underneath the station’s lower cabinets makes 
maintenance easier. 



Contact Information

Christopher Meyers, AIA LEED AP 
Principal Architect

Meyers+Associates Architecture, LLC 
232 North Third Street, Suite 300 
Columbus, Ohio 43215

614-221-9433 
meyersarchitects.com

http://meyersarchitects.com

